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Abstract Tool chains have grown from ad-hoc solutions to complex software systems, which often have a serviceoriented architecture. With service-oriented tool integration, development tools are made available as services, which can be orchestrated to form tool chains. Due to the increasing sophistication and size of tool chains, there is a need for a systematic development approach for service-oriented tool chains. We propose a domain-specific modeling language (DSML) that allows us to describe the tool chain on an appropriate level of abstraction. We present how this language supports three activities when developing service-oriented tool chains: communication, design and realization. A generative approach supports the realization of the tool chain using the service component architecture. We present experiences from an industrial case study, which applies the DSML to support the creation of a service-oriented tool chain. We evaluate the approach both qualitatively and quantitatively by comparing it with a traditional development approach. Keywords Domain specific modeling language · Generative approach · Service-oriented architecture · Tool integration 1 Introduction The development of software-intensive systems1 requires tool support for the different phases of the system life cycle. 1



A system consisting of heterogeneous parts, such as hardware, software and mechanical parts, where software has an important role.
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To allow for an efficient development process, the involved tools need to be integrated. One approach to deal with the large number of heterogeneous tools is to manually translate, synchronize and update the data between the different tools, but it leads to development inefficiencies. Another approach is to build an automated tool chain that takes care of the necessary data exchange and the possibility to create trace links between the tools, but this tool chain needs to be built manually for each development process. 1.1 Gaps and challenges It is more and more recognized that tool chains can help to improve the efficiency of software development [49], which leads to the construction of new tool chains. The construction of tool chains deals with the following challenges. Service orientation: Globally distributed software development teams need tool chains that are flexible, distributed and tailored to the development process [23]. To deal with this new requirement, modern tool chains apply the principles of service-oriented computing [20,22]. Service-oriented computing is concerned with the integration of distributed services [21]. Development tools expose their functionality and data as services. A tool chain realizes the integration of tools by orchestrating the exposed services of the tools. To manage the increasing complexity of both the service-oriented technology and the growing size of tool chains, the need for systematic modeling and engineering of service-oriented tool chains arises. Description at an appropriate level of abstraction: Design of service-oriented solutions for the domain of tool integration is a challenge. When working with industrial partners on service-oriented tool integration, we noticed a gap between existing general purpose modeling languages and concepts from the domain of tool integration: General
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purpose modeling languages, such as UML with profiles for service-oriented architecture (SOA), have been proposed for modeling and engineering general service-oriented solutions [6,21,27,39]. However, general modeling languages are too abstract and the SOA-related profiles require a technical understanding of the service-oriented technology. Lowlevel concepts from the application domain offered by tool integration frameworks [20,22], are too detailed and depend on a certain technology. We see a challenge in describing modern tool chains on an adequate level of abstraction. Tailoring: In general, a tool chain supports a development process by automating integration-related tasks of the process. Traditional tool chains support simple connections between a small number of tools, such as the connection between editor, compiler and linker. They can thus be realized by a pipe and filter architecture [45]. Modern tool chains need to support development processes that are model-based, iterative and include a larger number of tools, which are used in different phases of the system lifecycle. Tool chains for these new processes have an architecture with more components and more complex relationships. There is a lack of architectural concepts for tool chains that can be used for tailoring the tool chain, so it is aligned to the development processes and the set of development tools. Efficient construction: Despite recent innovations in this field, for example by tool integration frameworks [20,22], the development of tool chains requires a lot of manual implementation work. In addition, service-oriented solutions require a number of configuration files with complex dependencies between them. Techniques to improve the efficiency of building service-oriented tool chains are needed. In summary, we see gaps in both describing tool chains on an adequate level of abstraction and efficiently building service-oriented tool chains. 1.2 Objectives and solution The goal of this work is to provide tools and methods to describe and build service-oriented tool chains. It requires us to overcome the challenges identified in Sect. 1.1. We set the following objectives for our work and will use them to evaluate our approach: 1. Objective 1—support for designing tool chains in a systematic and structured way: The building blocks of tool chains and their composition need to be identified and described on an appropriate level of abstraction. 2. Objective 2—support for communication and documentation of tool chains in a concise and graphical way: Since it is difficult to get a tool chain accepted if the users are not involved [14], the overall architecture of the new tool chain needs to be communicated to potential users.
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3. Objective 3—support for tailoring tool chains: Each company uses a different development process and development tools. Since the tool chain is intended to support the development process, it needs to be aligned to the process and fit the set of tools. 4. Objective 4—support for realizing service-oriented tool chains: Tool chains need to be efficiently realized as software solutions. To meet these objectives, we propose a domain specific modeling language (DSML) [31] for tool chains. This language uses domain concepts to describe a tool chain on the architectural level. The language provides a basis for designing, tailoring and communicating tool chains with its graphical syntax and defined semantics. The growing complexity of tool chains needs to be managed both at runtime of the tool chain and at design time of the tool chain. Our approach aims at supporting both runtime and design time aspects: While a DSML and generators can provide design time support by complexity management and a structured development approach, the service-oriented architecture (SOA) [17] provides runtime support through flexibility, distribution and platform independence. 1.3 Delimitations In this section we clarify some delimitations of the work: – Tool integration consists of five aspects [47]: Control integration, data integration, process integration, platform integration and presentation integration. We exclude the aspect of presentation integration. – Tool integration as in co-simulation is not relevant for this article. – We have evaluated the approach in the area of embedded software development, but it might be applicable in other areas of software development as well. 1.4 Overview This article is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we introduce service-oriented tool integration. In Sect. 3 we analyze the domain of tool integration. This allows us to propose a modeling language for tool integration. In Sect. 4 we present how to generate a service-oriented implementation from instances of the modeling language. In Sect. 5 we evaluate the applicability of the modeling language and the effectiveness of the generators in an industrial case study. In the remaining sections we present related work, future work and a reflection on possible implications of our work on industrial practice.
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2 Service-oriented tool integration The goal of tool integration is building tool chains or integrated engineering environments out of isolated development tools [13]. The assumption of the research community is that using an engineering environment with several integrated tools increases productivity and product quality [49]. For a broader overview of the literature on tool integration we refer to the annotated bibliographies of Brown [13] and Wicks [50]. We define the term tool chain as the software that integrates a set of development tools. The scope of tool integration is defined using the following five dimensions [47]: data integration shares the data produced by different tools and manages the relationship between the data objects, control integration allows tools to notify and activate other tools, presentation integration provides a common user interface with a common look-and-feel, process integration provides process management tools with data from development tools and platform integration provides a virtual operating environment for tools based on heterogeneous hardware and software. In global engineering settings, the development tools are distributed. As a result, tool chains become distributed systems that are potentially realized on heterogeneous platforms. Service-oriented tool integration applies the principles of SOA to solve the challenges of tool integration. This has implications not only for several aspects of integration, first of all platform integration, but also for data and control integration. Service-oriented tool integration provides platform independence, since the underlying web-technology is available on multiple platforms. This technology also provides the possibility for distributed tool chains. At runtime, serviceoriented tool chains provide flexibility, extensibility and composability through loosely coupled services. Service-oriented tool integration is built on two fundamental ideas: – Tool adapters expose services of legacy development tools: a wrapper for each development tool is built that exposes the data and functionality of the tool as services. This wrapper is called a service-oriented tool adapter. – Orchestration of services: service-oriented tool chains are realized by orchestrating the services provided by service-oriented tool adapters. Modern tool integration frameworks provide libraries and APIs for building service-oriented tool chains. Examples are ModelBus [22] or Jazz Foundations [20]. However, it requires a lot of manual engineering effort to develop, configure and deploy service-oriented tool chains with these frameworks. In order to be reusable, the tool chain should adhere to standards and conventions as far as possible. Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) [41] is an industry association that aims at standardizing different parts of



service-oriented tool integration solutions, such as directory services, data formats and even data structures. OSLC uses a RESTful architecture [19] for the services and provides a specification for accessing the tool data. 3 TIL-a DSML for tool chains The cornerstone of our approach is the Tool Integration Language (TIL), a domain-specific modeling language for tool chains. TIL is intended to serve several purposes and a subset of them will be explored in this article. To put the TIL approach into perspective, we present all purposes of models built with the language: (1) Communication and documentation: TIL models can be used to communicate an envisioned or already existing tool chain to different stakeholders. For fulfilling this purpose, TIL offers a graphical syntax and an interactive modeling workbench. (2) Design and specification: TIL models can be used as a blueprint for constructing service-oriented tool chains. For fulfilling this purpose, TIL offers concise and welldefined semantics for both the tool adapters and their orchestration. (3) Analysis: TIL models can be used to predict nonfunctional properties (such as consistency, complexity, accuracy) of the tool chain. For an envisioned tool chain, these properties can be assessed before the tool chain is implemented. For an existing tool chain, the properties can provide guidance for improvements of the tool chain. (4) Automated generation: TIL models can be used as an executable specification of a tool chain. For this purpose, a generator maps each concept of TIL to a component in the service-oriented implementation of the tool chain. (5) Evolution: TIL models can be used to support the evolution of tool chains. Tool chains need to co-evolve with new versions of the tools they integrate. The focus of this article is on (1) communication (2) design and (4) automated generation, while (3) analysis and (5) evolution are part of future work. In Sect. 3.1 we introduce a simple scenario for exemplifying the type of tool chain we want to describe with TIL. In order to specify TIL, we perform a systematic domain analysis of tool integration. In Sect. 3.2 we use the domain analysis to identify relevant language concepts for TIL. In Sect. 3.3 we introduce the language concepts and their semantics. 3.1 Example In the following we provide a simple scenario that illustrates some requirements for the type of tool chains we would like to describe with TIL:
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This example tool chain is intended to support the development process for a safety critical embedded system. The embedded system is designed in MATLAB/-Simulink2 and the model files are stored in a SVN repository. Safety regulations require the company to perform fault tree analysis on the Simulink models. This analysis is supported by a separate tool with its own data format. For this reason the Simulink model needs to be translated to the input format of the analysis tool. Moreover, since the Simulink model is developed iteratively, frequent cycles of translation and analysis are required. An automated tool chain can support this development process: The tool chain listens for commit events on the SVN repository, automatically transforms the committed Simulink model to the input format of the analysis tool, triggers the execution of fault tree analysis and notifies the engineer about the result. Industrial tool chains can become larger and more complex than this example. To be able to describe such tool chains concisely and at the same time not get lost in implementation details, we propose an adequate modeling language for describing the architecture of the tool chain. 3.2 Domain analysis for the identification of TIL concepts In this section we perform a domain analysis [16] of the area of tool integration, in order to identify domain concepts, which are candidates for language concepts of TIL. We highlight the candidates in italic. In our assessment we employ a top-down approach to decompose tool integration into several high-level integration styles and into several integration aspects [4,47], such as data, control, platform and process integration. 3.2.1 Tool integration styles Tool integration solutions follow certain architectural styles, as identified in [30]. We introduce these styles here to analyze them and identify common elements in them. The goal is to design TIL, so it can be applied for realizing solutions with different integration styles. – Integrated datamodel: Tools map their data onto a common integrated repository with a unified datamodel [30]. A closely related approach are ontologies, where tools map their data to an ontology, which defines the relationships between the tool-specific ontology elements [28,29,34]. – Process flows: Tools are connected to an integration bus and a workflow describes the interactions between different tools [30]. 2



http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink.
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From this analysis we extract the domain concept of a tool chain. This concept should be flexible enough to support the different integration styles. 3.2.2 Data integration Data integration is concerned with managing the relationship of data from different tools. The degree to which the data are coupled can vary between different integration solutions: on one side there is the need for the data of different tools to be tightly integrated. Data need to be exchanged between different tools. On the other side there is the need for loosely integrated data. Data of different tools need to be made accessible for creating links or traces between them. As detailed in [12], there are several technological solutions for the needs of data integration: tool adapters make tool data available in the technical space for integration; they are thus the endpoints for data flow. The technical space [35] for integration provides the common ground for a unified representation of data, e.g. XML or RDF. Structural differences between the data of different tools needs to be resolved. Transformations accomplish this by mapping corresponding data elements. Transformations are a means to realize tight integration. Trace links allow linking data from different tools. Trace links are a means to realize loose integration. Development artifacts are usually stored in repositories, which can be regarded as tool adapters, since they are the endpoints of data flow. From this analysis we extract the domain concepts tool adapter, repository, transformation and trace. 3.2.3 Control integration Control integration allows tools to notify users, activate tools, invoke a specific functionality in another tool, trigger data exchange or trigger the creation of a trace. Notification of a user can be as simple as sending an email to the user. Activation of a tool means starting the tool. Invoking a functionality in a tool means that some feature or function of a tool is executed. While data integration is concerned with establishing the ability to create relationships between tool data, control integration is concerned with the execution of the data transfer or the creation of trace links. Similar to data integration, there is a need for a common technical space for integration, which allows unified access of control functionality from different tools, e.g. by a common communication protocol. A tool adapter makes the tool functionality available in the common technical space. Moreover, we can distinguish two ways of modeling control flow: sequential and concurrent control flow. Sequential control flow defines an overall order of actions. Concurrent control flow is event-based and defines dependencies between events and actions.
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From this analysis we extract the need for expressing concurrent control flow by control channels and sequential control flow by sequencers. 3.2.4 Platform integration and process integration The aspects of platform and process integration are crosscutting to control and data integration; they affect all previously identified concepts. Platform integration allows tools to be integrated across different hardware and software systems and even across remote machines. Data and functionality need to be uniformly accessible in a common technical space for integration. If the tool adapter is deployed on a remote machine, the services offering data and functionality need to be discovered. From this analysis we extract the additional domain concept of a discovered tool adapter. Process integration allows for the combination of process management with information from the development tools and the alignment between the process and the tool chain. Processes are related to the data-flow and control-flow between tools and the users associated with the activities. Process integration is concerned with the coordination, com-



bination and scripting of integration functionality, such as invocation, activation, notification, transformation and traces across several tools. From this analysis we extract the additional domain concept of a user and the need for composing the concepts from data and control integration. 3.3 Overview of TIL concepts Based on the concepts identified by the domain analysis in the previous section, we propose the Tool Integration Language (TIL). We design TIL in such a way that the identified domain concepts are compatible with each other and can be composed to form tool chains. The language concepts of TIL can be grouped into components and channels, where components can be connected by channels. We distinguish between several types of components: tool adapters, repositories, tool Chains, sequencers and users. We distinguish between several types of channels: control channels, data channels and trace channels. We introduce TIL in terms of abstract syntax, concrete syntax and semantics. The abstract syntax (metamodel) of TIL is presented as a class diagram in Fig. 1. The graphical concrete syntax of each language concept is introduced



Fig. 1 The TIL metamodel represented as a class diagram
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Fig. 2 A simple TIL model illustrating the graphical syntax of the language concepts



by a simple example in Fig. 2, where the circled numbers ..➆ identify the language concepts. The semantics of TIL concepts is briefly introduced in the following: – A tool chain  provides a container for all other elements. Tool chains can be composed hierarchically. – A tool adapter ➀ exposes both functionality and data of an integrated development tool. Exposing the functionality of a tool enables control integration, exposing the data of a tool enables data integration. A tool adapter makes two kinds of adaptation: (1) It adapts between the technical space of the tool and the technical space of integration for both data and functionality. (2) It adapts the structure of data and the signature of services available in the development tool to the data structure and service signature defined by the tool adapter metamodel. A tool adapter metamodel specifies the structure of the data and the signature of the functionality exposed by the tool adapter. The tool adapter metamodel has the role of an interface description. It can be specified by the architect of the tool chain; it does not necessarily need to be equivalent to the tool data, but it provides a simplified view on the tool data and functionality. The specification of tool adapter metamodels requires manual engineering work. An important design decision taken during the specification of the tool adapter is the scope and granularity of the exposed data. This decision depends on the role of the tool within the tool chain. Our experiments on specifying tool adapter metamodels of different granularity can be used as a guideline [10] for creating an adequate tool adapter metamodel. Further, we distinguish between four types of tool adapters: – A generated tool adapter is a tool adapter, whose service implementation is generated based on the specification provided by the tool adapter metamodel. We use the basic metamodeling technology provided by EMF to describe the tool adapter metamodel. The tool data are described in one EPackage as a directed graph, where the nodes are EClasses with EAttributes, and the links between nodes are EReferences. The services of the tool are described as EOp-
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erations with EParameters in a separate EPackage and EClass. – A discovered tool adapter is a tool adapter that is already deployed as a service at the time of tool chain design. To bind this tool adapter to a tool chain, the designer specifies the deployment URL. Automated service discovery retrieves the details of the services as described in [11]. – A binary tool adapter is a tool adapter that has been developed previously and is shipped as a binary. It can be used as a library component. – A repository ➆ is a tool adapter that provides storage and version management, e.g. a tool adapter for SVN. Data can be read and written from a repository by a data channel. In addition each repository can expose services, e.g. for accessing logs or older versions. – A control channel ➁ describes concurrent control flow. Control channels specify the source and target component, the source_service in the source component that triggers the control channel and the target_service in the target component that is called by the control channel. This allows for process integration through eventdriven programming, where the events are the execution of the source_service. The control flow starts after the source_service has been executed, the control channel then calls the target_service. A control channel only executes if its guard condition evaluates to true. In the guard expression we can reason over entries in the execution trace of the tool chain, i.e. what happened before in the tool chain. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred to [8]. – A sequencer ➂ allows for sequential control flow. It executes a sequence of services in a defined order. Any of the incoming control channels triggers the execution of the sequencer, which then executes all outgoing control channels in the predefined order with blocking-call semantics. – A user ➃ is a representative for a real tool chain user. It is used to describe the possible interactions of the real users with the tool chain. Outgoing control channels from the user denote tool chain services that are invoked by the user. Incoming control channels to a user denote a notification sent to the user, e.g. by e-mail. – A data channel ➄ transfers data between tool adapters. A model transformation can be attached to a data channel to resolve structural heterogeneities between the data of the tool adapters. It is executed at runtime of the tool chain. Data channels specify the source and target tool adapter, the source_service from the source tool adapter for extracting tool data and the target_service in the target tool adapter for injecting the transferred tool data. To execute a data channel at runtime, it needs to be activated by a control channel. As a byproduct of the data exchange
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over the data channel, a trace may be created if a trace channel between the same source and target tool adapters is present. – A trace channel ➅ describes the possibility to establish trace links between tool data at runtime. At design time one can specify the type of data that can be linked by traces. The trace channel connects a source tool adapter and a target tool adapter. The endpoints of the traces can be restricted to a subset of the tool data by specifying the source_service and target_service. At runtime of the tool chain, these services provide a list of all the source and target elements that are offered as endpoints for specifying a trace. The update strategy of the trace channel specifies how tool data that are linked by a trace is treated when source or target data change. For a list of predefined update strategies, the reader is referred to [8].



introspection of the deployed components and reconfiguration at runtime. We found that both OSLC and SCA are appropriate technologies for realizing service-oriented tool chains. OSLC provides a technological basis that conforms to industry conventions for tool integration. SCA allows us to define RESTful services and bindings, which makes it possible to implement a tool chain according to OSLC. At the same time, the implementation of service-oriented architectures imposes an overhead, as it requires additional source code and a number of configurations, complex configuration dependencies and annotations. To handle this overhead efficiently, we generate the source code and configurations by MDD techniques and generators. We will show that a TIL model contains the necessary information to generate the implementation automatically. 4.2 Overview of the generation process



4 Generating service-oriented tool chains with TIL To support the development of tool chains, we define a generator that converts any correct TIL model into an executable implementation of a service-oriented tool chain. In Sect. 4.1 we introduce the structure of the tool chain implementation, which is the end result of the generation. Section 4.2 provides an overview of the generator for each language concept. In Sect. 4.3 we introduce a process for developing tool chains with TIL. In Sect. 4.4 we clarify which parts of the tool chain are generated automatically and which parts need to be created manually. In Sect. 4.5 we introduce the tool support for TIL. 4.1 The implementation of the tool chain In this section we introduce the structure of the implementation, which is produced by the generator. With TIL it is possible to describe a service-oriented tool chain independently of a specific tool integration framework or technology. It is conceivable that different generators can produce implementations with different integration technology from the same TIL model. Moreover, TIL is not intended to replace any of the existing tool integration frameworks such as ModelBus [22] or Jazz [20]. Instead, the language is a complement to these technologies. We have chosen to generate an implementation that conforms to the principles of the Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC), since it is an industrial initiative for creating conventions in tool integration. We have chosen to use the Service Component Architecture (SCA) [6], a component model for implementing and composing heterogeneous services. We use the SCA implementation FraSCAti [44], which manages the web server infrastructure, produces the necessary glue code and also provides remote deployment,



The generator maps each language concept of TIL to a part of the implementation of the service-oriented tool chain. The executable specification is heterogeneous, since it uses Java, model transformations, SCA and OSLC for representing the different language concepts of TIL. The generator ensures that the produced source code of the tool chain is internally consistent. The generation process is depicted in Fig. 3. In the following we give an overview of the generation for each TIL language concept: 4.2.1 Generator for tool adapters The implementation of a tool adapter consists of an external and an internal part, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The external part has an interface that provides the tool data and functionality in a technical format, which is common to all tool adapters. This interface is service-oriented, conforms to OSLC and exposes the data and functionality of the tool as services. The interface ensures that the other tool adapters in the tool chain can connect to the services of different tools in a uniform manner. The internal part of the tool adapter realizes the services by communicating with the tool, through the API of the tool, tool parameters or the input file. We provide an overview of the generation process; more technical details on the generation of tool adapters are available in [10]. The external part of the tool adapter can be completely generated from the information available in the tool adapter metamodel. In the following we explain how the servicerelated code is generated: – We generate Java code with RESTful annotations (according to JAX-RS [43]) for the external interface of the tool adapter. Code skeletons for realizing data access
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Fig. 3 Overview of the TIL generators for different language concepts and the generated artifacts



model. A converter serializes the intermediate data model to different data formats (EMF/XMI3 , OSLC/RDF4 ). In the following, we explain how the OSLC-related code is generated: – OSLC Resource Shapes are generated, which provide the possibility for introspection by describing the structure of each metaclass in the tool adapter metamodel. – OSLC Service Providers are generated, which provide a directory service for all services and all resources that are served by this tool adapter. – An OSLC Service Catalog is generated as an entry point for the directory service of this tool adapter.



Fig. 4 Architecture and context of the tool adapter



are generated for each metaclass of the tool adapter metamodel and for each HTTP method (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE). Code skeletons to access the functionality of the tool are generated according to the tool adapter metamodel. – We generate an intermediate Java data model for handling the tool data. The Java data model is generated from the tool adapter metamodel. The tool adapter extracts the data from the tool and represents it in the intermediate data
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The internal part of the tool adapter can be partially generated. A template is chosen, which describes the interface technology used by the tool: – Command-line tool: The template provides a library of functions to start a command-line tool, provides the input data as a command line argument and to read the output data from the console or a file. – Eclipse plugin tool: The template realizes the tool adapter as an Eclipse plugin. – RMI based tool: The template provides a library to access functionality and data via RMI. – WSDL based tool: The template provides a library to access functionality and data via a web service described in WSDL.



4.2.3 Generator for trace channels The source code for the trace channel can be generated completely. For each trace channel, we generate the Java code for extracting data from the source and target tool adapter and a graphical interface for the tool chain user to create trace links at runtime of the tool chain. In addition, we generate the Java annotations for the SCA component and SCA service. 4.2.4 Generator for control channels and sequencers All control channels and sequencers together contribute to the generation of an event-driven implementation of the control flow. Based on this information, we can completely generate the Java code for the control-flow of the tool chain. 4.2.5 Generator for tool chains



The remaining internal part needs to be manually implemented, as it is individual to each tool. Protected regions of the model transformation tool are used to protect this manually added code from being overwritten, when the external part is re-generated. 4.2.2 Generator for data channels The source code for the data channel can be generated completely from the information available in a TIL model. – We generate the Java code for extracting the data using the source_service in the source tool adapter, instantiating and calling the model transformation engine with appropriate parameters and injecting the result of the model transformation into the target tool adapter using the target_service. We support a number of model transformation engines, such as ATL,5 Acceleo,6 Henshin7 and QVT-operational.8 The Java code exposes services specified by RESTful annotations (according to JAX-RS). – We generate code for transparently handling different data formats, such as EMF/XMI and OSLC/RDF. The conversion between those technical spaces are defined both for data (OSLC Resources) and for metadata (OSLC Resource Shapes). Conversions between EMF and RDF can be defined by overcoming several semantic differences between the data formats [24]. – We generate the Java annotations for the SCA component and SCA service. 5



http://eclipse.org/atl.
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http://eclipse.org/acceleo.
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http://eclipse.org/modeling/emft/henshin.
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http://eclipse.org/m2m.



For the tool chain we generate an SCA composite, which includes all SCA components that were generated for the TIL concepts above. In summary, the tool chain and its components can be completely generated, except for the internal part of the tool adapters. 4.3 Development of tailored tool chains with TIL In this section we show how we can use the generic language concepts and the generators of TIL to build a tool chain that is tailored to the required set of development tools. In Fig. 5 we illustrate the process9 for developing a tool chain with TIL using the SPEM [38] notation. 1. In the conceptual design phase of the tool chain, an initial TIL model is created. The TIL model conveys which tool adapters exist and how they are connected for realizing data flow and control flow. 2. In the detailed design phase, the initial TIL model is refined by adding tool adapter metamodels and model transformations. A tool adapter metamodel is attached to each tool adapter in the TIL model; it describes the data and functionality exposed by the adapter. A model transformation is attached to each data channels in the TIL model; it describes the translation of data from the source tool to the target tool. This yields a completely specified TIL model. 3. The first step of the implementation phase of the tool chain is the automated code generation from the TIL model. The TIL generator creates code skeletons and configuration files for the tool adapters, as well as complete 9



We explicitly differentiate between the tool chain development process that creates a tool chain and the product development process, which is supported by the tool chain.
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Fig. 5 Process for developing a tailored tool chain with TIL, illustrated using the SPEM [38] notation



source code for the other TIL language concepts used in the model. 4. The generated code skeletons for the tool adapters need to be extended manually to create the final tool chain implementation.



ator is built as described in Sect. 4 and consists of different kinds of generator components, for example, Java-based generators and Acceleo11 model-to-text transformations. These model transformations are executed by the TIL generator at design time of the tool chain.12



4.4 Automated generation and manual implementation 5 Case study The code generators for TIL are generic and can thus be reused for realizing tool chains from different TIL models. Input to the generation is a complete TIL model, which contains manually specified tool adapter metamodels for each tool adapter and model transformations for each data channel. The generator produces code based on both the properties of each language concept (such as the metamodel for tool adapters) and the composition of the different language concepts in the TIL model. The generators create a part of the implementation of the tool chain and thus reduce the amount of manual work. While the external part of the tool adapter is generated automatically, the internal part needs to be implemented manually. For all other TIL language concepts, the source code can be completely generated. In Sect. 5.4 we quantify how much code can be generated automatically and how much code needs to be added manually. 4.5 The TIL workbench and generator To support the tool chain designer in building a new tool chain with TIL, we have implemented the TIL Workbench (see Fig. 6). It consists of the TIL language defined as an EMF metamodel, a graphical modeling environment for TIL in Eclipse, and the TIL generator. The TIL Workbench enforces the abstract syntax and ensures that TIL models are internally consistent. The graphical modeling environment for TIL is based on Eclipse and the Graphiti10 framework. The gener10



http://www.eclipse.org/graphiti.
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In this section we validate the TIL approach through its application in an industrial case-study. We follow the process for developing tool chains with TIL as introduced in Sect. 4.3 and stepwise apply TIL to build an executable, service-oriented implementation of the tool chain for the industrial case. In Sect. 5.1, we build a conceptual model of the tool chain for the purpose of documentation and communication with the stakeholders. In Sect. 5.2, we refine the TIL model with tool metamodels and model transformations for detailed design and specification of the tool chain. We use the refined TIL model for automated generation and implementation of the tool chain. In Sects. 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 we perform both a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of the TIL generators.



5.1 TIL for conceptual design In this section we evaluate the use of TIL for conceptual design of a tool chain. The resulting TIL model can be used for communication with stakeholders and for documentation purposes. We describe the industrial case in Sect. 5.1.1 and evaluate the application of TIL in Sect. 5.1.2.
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These model transformations are not to be confused with the model transformations in the data channels that are executed at runtime of the tool chain.
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Fig. 6 The TIL Workbench



5.1.1 Description of the industrial case The case study is provided by our industrial partner, who develops embedded systems characterized by tightly coupled hardware and software components: The application logic is partitioned into software running on a Freescale PowerPC and hardware logic realized by a Xilinx FPGA. The scenario requires a number of tools for modeling, simulation, analysis, code-generation and coding. Today, no tool chain is in place to support the development process and tool data are manually re-entered in the involved tools, for example, a new Simulink model is manually created for each relevant UML model. The following description of the development process is the basis for the envisioned tool chain, which supports the development process: – The requirements of the embedded system are captured in the IRQA13 tool. – A system architect designs a UML component diagram in the Eclipse-based Papyrus UML14 and uses the tracing 13



http://www.visuresolutions.com/irqa-web.
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http://www.eclipse.org/papyrus.



capability of the tool chain to create trace links across tool boundaries between the components modeled in the UML tool and the requirements managed in the IRQA tool. – An engineer refines the UML model with behavioral and fault propagation models using the GUI of the development tool and commits the model to the repository. Every time a new version of the UML model is committed, the tool chain executes a transformation of the UML model to the input format of the fault tree analysis tool HiP-HOPS [42] and executes HiP-HOPS. Also, a model transformation creates a MATLAB/Simulink model that mirrors the structure of the UML model. When the results of the fault tree analysis are satisfactory, i.e. there are no single points of failure, the control engineer manually extends the Simulink model. – Once the work on Simulink is complete, the engineer triggers a function in the tool chain, which starts the code generation functionality of Simulink to generate C code and transfers this code into the WindRiver15 tool.



15
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Fig. 7 Industrial tool chain described in TIL



– The application engineer triggers a function in the tool chain to transform the UML model into a skeleton of an IEC-61131-316 conform design. The application engineer manually refines the design in the ControlBuilder tool. – The application engineer triggers a tool chain function to transfer the source code from ControlBuilder and WindRiver into the Freescale development tool. The application engineer manually integrates the code in Freescale and produces binaries for a specific micro controller. – The hardware engineer uses the Simulink model to produce VHDL code, and uses the tool chain to transfer it to the Xilinx ISE17 tool. The engineer refines the VHDL code in the Xilinx tool and synthesizes an FPGA configuration that can be downloaded on the chip. 5.1.2 Applying TIL for conceptual design Modeling the envisioned tool chain in TIL resulted in the model depicted in Fig. 7. All parts of the envisioned tool chain can be expressed with TIL. The tool chain integrates eight development tools for embedded systems and several supportive tools such as a repository and model transformation engines. The tool chain is used by four different engi16



http://www.plcopen.org.
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neers. We do not intend to model all interactions between the engineers and the tools, but only those that are automated for tool integration. The engineers mainly interact with the development tools using their native GUI. Modeling the envisioned tool chain with TIL forced us to be more specific than in a textual description and triggered some improvements and clarifications to the textual description. This helped us to clarify the needs our industrial partner had regarding the tool chain. Examples of such clarifications are: Should the data flow be unidirectional or bidirectional? Which parts of the tool data need to be transferred to another tool? In which order are the tools used? Which user is responsible for transferring data between the tools? The results of this part of the case study are that TIL allows us to model all features of the envisioned industrial tool chain. In addition, modeling with TIL helps clarifying and communicating the needs regarding the tool chain to the different stakeholders. 5.2 TIL for detailed design and implementation In this section we evaluate how TIL can support the detailed design and implementation of a tool chain. This design is intended to contain all information necessary for code generation of the tool chain. In earlier case-studies we have worked on several aspects of this tool chain [3,9,12]. We have
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Fig. 8 Part of the industrial tool chain described in TIL



implemented this tool chain manually, which provides a basis for comparison with the TIL implementation. 5.2.1 Description of the industrial case To be able to present the design and implementation here, we select a subset of the tool chain introduced in the previous section. In the following we describe the TIL model of the tool chain illustrated in Fig. 8: An engineer develops a new embedded system, and after updating the UML component model he checks the model into the repository. This is depicted by a control channel, which activates the data channel uml2repository. Automatically, the model will be analyzed by a safety analysis tool to detect single points of failure in the embedded system. This is depicted by the sequencer Seq0, which is activated by a control channel, whenever new UML models are checked into the repository. The sequencer first triggers the data channel uml2safety to transfer the UML model to the safety analysis tool involving a model transformation. The sequencer then calls the service named SPF in the safety analysis tool to analyze the system for single points of failure. If no single points of failure have been found, a simulation of the behavior of the new model is started in Simulink. This is realized by another set of control channels and a sequencer Seq1. The control channel connecting the two sequencers specifies a guard condition and is only triggered if no single point of failure is found. Via the first control channel, the sequencer Seq1 triggers the data channel uml2simulink, and the second control channel calls the simulate service in Simulink. Finally, the engineer receives an email notification.



metamodels and model transformations. A tool adapter metamodel is linked to each tool adapter in the TIL model. A model transformation is linked to each data channel in the TIL model. We develop the tool adapter metamodels for safety analysis (15 metaclasses) UML (6 metaclasses) and for Simulink (7 metaclasses). As an example we show a part of the tool adapter metamodel for Simulink in Fig. 9; it describes the tool data that will be exposed by the services and the tool functionality that will be exposed as services. The tool chain designer specifies two model transformations: uml2safety for the data channel between UML and the safety analysis tool and uml2simulink for the data channel between UML and Simulink. The metamodels and model transformations are linked to the TIL model. Before code generation, the TIL Workbench checks the TIL model for



5.2.2 Applying TIL for detailed design and implementation To use TIL for the purpose of detailed design, we first create a TIL model as depicted in Fig. 8 and then create tool adapter



Fig. 9 Tool adapter metamodel for Simulink specifying the exposed tool data and tool functionality
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internal consistency, e.g. that all services referenced in the control channels are specified in the respective tool adapter metamodels. We use the TIL code generator to produce an initial implementation of the tool chain from the refined TIL model. Generation is completely automated and does not require user intervention. The code generation is not time critical and for the TIL model presented in Fig. 8, it takes less than 30 seconds on a standard desktop machine. After generation, code needs to be added manually to the generated skeletons; in particular, the internal part of each tool adapter needs to be implemented.



5.3.1 Method When developing a tool chain, a number of design decisions have to be made. We identify these design decisions and evaluate how the TIL and the CM approach support the tool chain designer in making these design decisions. We assess the number and type of design decisions that need to be made for building the tool chain with the CM and the TIL approach. We segment the design decisions according to when and by whom these decisions are made.



5.3.2 Analysis 5.3 Qualitative evaluation of the effectiveness of the TIL generator In the following we would like to find out how effective the TIL approach is in supporting the tool chain designer, when implementing the tool chain depicted in Fig. 8. We determine the effectiveness of the TIL generator by comparing the effort necessary for developing a tool chain with and without the TIL generator. We compare two implementations of this tool chain: (1) In previous work we have implemented this tool chain manually [3,9,12]; we refer to this implementation as the CM (completely manual) implementation. (2) We generate the same tool chain with TIL as described in Sect. 5.2; we refer to this realization as the TIL implementation. The tool chain implemented with the CM implementation uses the same tool adapter metamodels and is thus comparable. It differs from the TIL implementation in so far as it is implemented completely manually as a Java program.



Table 1 Design decisions for realizing a service-oriented tool chain



In the CM approach all design decisions need to be made manually when implementing the tool chain. When using the TIL approach, only a subset of these decisions need to be made by the tool chain designer. The design decisions are divided into three groups. For each group the design decisions are made at different times and by different roles in the development process. The groups are



– TIL Model: When the tool chain designer creates a new tool chain, only the decisions in the TIL model need to be made. – TIL Generator: Most decisions are embodied in the generator. The decisions are made by the designer of the generator. The generator hides these decisions from the tool chain designer. Most importantly, the generator can be reused for several tool chains, as described in Sect. 4.4. – TIL Manual: The tool chain designer adds manually written code to the generated code.



Design decision



TIL model



Tool chain architecture



X



Technical space for integration



TIL generator



CM X



X



X



Choice of communication protocols



X



X



Choice of programming languages



X



X



X



X



Abstract syntax of exposed tool data



X



Concrete syntax of exposed tool data Exposed functionality of the tool



X



X



X



Service overhead (e.g. Configurations)



X



Service catalog/directory service



X



Implementation details of the tool adapter
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TIL manual



X X X



X



Control flow



X



X



Data flow including model transformations



X



X



Count



5



6



1
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In Table 1 we provide an overview of the types of design decisions that need to be made for a new tool chain. We assign each decision to one of the three groups. For each group we count the number of decisions.



Table 2 Generated and manually implemented code for the TIL and CM approach measured in LOC, for each part of the tool chain



5.3.3 Interpretation The TIL model captures five out of twelve types of design decisions. These are the essential architectural design decisions, which need to be made by the tool chain designer, such as defining which tool data and functionality is exposed and how the data of different tools relates to each other. The generator embodies six out of twelve decisions, since they are general and independent of the needs of a particular tool chain. Reusing these general decisions for each new tool chain helps the tool chain designer to focus the effort on the important decisions that need to be made for each individual tool chain. The manually added code only concerns the implementation of services for exposing tool data and tool functionality in the tool adapter. In the manually added code only detailed implementation decisions need to be made, since the generated code and skeletons provide a structure. All technologyrelated decisions have been made in the generator and in the TIL model. The design decisions that need to be made in the manually added code of the TIL approach are only a small subset of the design decisions necessary in the CM approach. TIL restricts the design decisions that can be made when building a tool chain. This simplifies development of tool chains by reducing the complexity experienced by the tool chain designer. It allows the tool chain designer to focus on the decisions made in the TIL model, which are the essential ones. The reduction of decisions also leads to less manually implemented code. In the following section we quantify the ratio of manually implemented and generated code. 5.4 Quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of the TIL generator The TIL approach can be evaluated using a number of different metrics for both the development of the tool chain such as the effectiveness of the generator as well as the runtime characteristics of the generated code, such as scalability, reliability and performance. Here we quantify the effectiveness of the generator. 5.4.1 Method To determine the effectiveness of the generator, we compare the code size of the tool chain with the TIL approach and the CM approach. The relevant measurements are the size of the



Part



TIL generated



UML



1,409



59



Simulink



2,030



1,118



3,148



3,077



Safety



3,833



317



4,150



2,359



Repository



445



0



445



260



Data flow



524



0



524



399



Control flow



373



0



373



170



8,614



1,494



10,108



7,578



Total



TIL manual



TIL total 1,468



CM total 1,313



generated code with TIL, the size of the manually added code with TIL and the size of the code with the CM approach. Different metrics have been devised to determine code size. Here we do not need to measure the size of complete software, but rather the size of fragments of source code, such as the size of the source code skeletons. This is why we base our size comparison on the lines of code (LOC) metric. To count lines of code we use the cloc18 program and configure it to only count lines with code, no blank or comment lines. Even though the modeling effort could be measured as well [51], we do not take it into account for different reasons: The effort for creating the TIL model is comparably small and is thus not taken into account. The effort for creating the tool adapter metamodels or the model transformations requires the same effort for both the TIL and the CM implementation and is thus not taken into account. 5.4.2 Measurements We present the results of our LOC measurements in Table 2. The table lists the measured LOC in the manually written code for the CM implementation and both the generated and manually written code for the TIL implementation. We report the measurements for each tool adapter, the repository, data flow and control flow separately. 5.4.3 Interpretation In this section we compare the measurements and interpret the findings. We use the measurements of Table 2 to make different kinds of comparisons and draw conclusions. We first compare the total LOC of the TIL approach and completely manual (CM) approach. It shows that the total number of LOC in the TIL implementation is higher than in the CM implementation. This can be explained by the fact that a programmer may optimize the manually written code 18
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of the CM approach by leaving out unused code or writing code more compactly, while the generator always produces the code regardless if it is used or not. The fraction of manually implemented versus generated code for the TIL approach shows that most of the source code for the tool chain can be generated automatically with our DSML-based approach. The tool adapter of Simulink requires the largest fraction of manually written code, the tool adapter of PapyrusUML the smallest fraction. Complete generation without manually added code is possible for the repository, data flow and control flow. For the complete tool chain developed with the TIL approach, 85 % of the overall source code can be generated; only 15 % need to be manually implemented. The comparison of the manually implemented LOC in the TIL and CM approach can provide us with clues about the effectiveness of the generator. We compare the LOC of the manually added code in the TIL approach with the LOC in the CM approach. The amount of manually written source code is reduced by the TIL solution for all parts of the tool chain. In this case study, the manually added code in the TIL approach makes up 20 % of the complete source code that had to be written with CM. In other words, the TIL approach could cut 80 % of the manually written source code in this case study. Since it is the manually written source code that costs effort and time, this measurement can hint at the development efficiency gains possible with TIL. 5.5 Summary of the evaluation of the case study In an industrial case study we have validated that TIL is expressive enough to model an industrial tool chain and generate code for a service-oriented implementation. To evaluate the effectiveness of the TIL generator, we have used both qualitative and quantitative evaluations: The qualitative evaluation in Table 1 shows that writing the manually added code of the TIL approach only requires making a subset of the design decisions necessary in the CM approach. The quantitative evaluation in Table 2 shows that the manually added code in TIL only makes up 20 % of the code of a comparable, completely manually written tool chain. The qualitative and quantitative evaluations together provide evidence that the TIL approach can effectively support the work of the tool chain designer.



to the purposes of TIL declared in Sect. 3, especially communication, specification and code generation. 6.1 Languages for service engineering Building service-oriented solutions has recently received a lot of attention, especially modeling such solutions. General purpose modeling languages such as UML are used for engineering general service-oriented solutions. In this article we explore and evaluate the use of a domain-specific language for engineering a service-oriented solution in a particular domain, the domain of tool integration. The work in service-oriented modeling targets the finegranular configuration of services. These modeling languages strive to expose the properties of services to the modeling language. Examples are the Service Oriented Modeling Framework [7] and approaches using UML profiles, such as the UML profile for software services [27], the SOAML UML profile for services [39] or the UML4SOA profile [21]. The service component architecture (SCA) [6] is a component model for building service-oriented solutions. From the perspective of tool integration, these artifacts are far away from the domain and are comparatively of low-level. The user of these service-oriented modeling languages needs to be an expert in service-oriented development. Languages such as BPMN [40] and SPEM [38] provide the possibility to describe processes and potentially describe the interaction between tool adapters. These languages focus on description and cannot be easily enacted. Languages such as BPEL [37] can be enacted, but have a different purpose; they describe business processes and not tool integration scenarios. As more and more systems become service-oriented, it is important to empower domain experts to build serviceoriented systems, without requiring deep expertise in serviceoriented development. Using the domain-specific modeling approach, we can make a clear distinction between domain experts and SOA experts. The SOA experts design the generator and the parameters of the service-oriented architecture this generator produces. This generator hides the SOA design decisions from the domain expert and the generator can be reused for building several solutions. An example of a domain-specific approach to service engineering is the open source project Apache Camel [26] for the Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) domain [25], concerned with the service-oriented integration of business software.



6 Related work 6.2 Languages and frameworks for tool integration We organize the overview of related work into a section on languages for service engineering and a section on languages and frameworks for tool integration. In each of these categories we determine in how far the languages are applicable
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The work on integration dimensions [47] and integration patterns [30] can be seen as a high-level language for tool integration. However, the purpose of these languages is analysis
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and classification and they are not intended for building tool chains. Service-oriented integration frameworks focus on control integration. An example is the jETI framework [36], which uses workflows to integrate services. Model-based integration frameworks focus on data integration using modeling technology. These approaches use metamodeling for describing the exchanged data and model transformations for data translation. These model-based integration frameworks do not offer a language to design and generate a complete tool chain. Due to the focus on data integration, control integration is either not available, or a secondary issue. Examples are MOFLON [2], OTIF [46] and ModelCVS [34]. The tool integration frameworks ToolNet [1] and TiE [32] are based on MOFLON. MOFLON approaches focus on data integration using metamodels and model transformations and even supports bidirectional transformations. MOFLON provides capabilities for code generation of tool adapters [33,48]. TIL has a different scope, as it addresses data, control, process and platform integration. TIL provides generators for these different dimensions of a tool chain. The Open Tool Integration Framework (OTIF) provides reusable components and libraries to build tool chains. It is targeted towards data integration and process integration. OTIF includes a language for modeling data flow between tools [30], but control integration is out of scope. TIL has a wider scope, as it addresses data, control, process and platform integration. The generation of the data access in the tool adapters is listed as future work [30], but not the generation of other parts of the tool adapter, or other parts of the tool chain. Several recent tool integration frameworks use serviceoriented architectures, such as OSLC [41], Jazz [20] or ModelBus [22]. ModelBus is a tool integration framework that uses modeling technology and web services. It provides a repository for EMF models and a BPEL engine for process integration. However, tool adapters need to be created manually. These service-oriented integration frameworks do not offer a language to design and generate the tool chain. In [5] a language for describing processes is enhanced with language concepts for tool integration. In contrast to TIL, this language is not used to generate the tool chain. Model transformations are used only at runtime of the tool chain to support the data exchange between the tools and not to generate the tool chain. We have found several languages for aspects of tool integration; however, they have different perspectives and scope. Our approach focuses on describing tool chains on the architectural level. While we have found work on generating code for single adapters using MDD approaches, we are not aware of any work on modeling and generating code for complete service-oriented tool chains.



7 Future work In Sect. 3 we have introduced five different activities that can be supported by TIL. In this article we focused on communication, design and implementation. In future work, we will explore how TIL can support analysis and evolution. We plan to use TIL models for the analysis of tool chains. We will apply metrics for analyzing the non-functional properties of a tool chain (such as scalability or performance). The analysis results can be used to make well-informed design choices, e.g. about the granularity of the tool adapter metamodel, when building new tool chains or when improving existing ones. We also plan to assess how TIL models can be used to support the evolution of tool chains. This is of industrial relevance, since tool chains need to co-evolve with new versions of the tools they integrate. We plan to leverage metamodel matching [18] for supporting the specification of data channels. Currently, model transformations need to be manually defined as a part of each data channel. We envision to automate this step. If no transformation is specified for a data channel that connects two tool adapters that have different metamodels, the TIL Workbench can attempt to compute one possible transformation, based on metamodel matching algorithms. These algorithms use structural and naming similarities of metamodel elements for computing a mapping [15]. In Sect. 3.2 we have based our language proposal for TIL on the analysis of the tool integration domain. As a result, TIL describes a tool chain independently of a particular tool integration framework. Thus the TIL approach provides the opportunity to generate different implementations from the same TIL model by replacing the generator. In future work we would like to examine if TIL can be used for modeling and code generation for particular tool integration frameworks such as ModelBus [22] or Jazz [20]. To support code generation for different integration frameworks, we would like to introduce variability modeling to the generator. We have evaluated TIL in a case study from the area of embedded systems development, but we believe the approach is not limited to this area. We plan to perform additional case studies with TIL and its generation capabilities for tool chains from other areas of software and systems engineering.



8 Conclusion In this article we have presented the need for a systematic approach for building service-oriented tool chains with automated generation. A service-oriented architecture for tool chains has a number of advantages, such as flexibility, distribution, loose coupling and platform independence, but it is complex to design and realize. To deal with this
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complexity, we propose the domain-specific modeling language TIL. TIL allows us to model tool chains at an appropriate level of abstraction for the purpose of communication, design and code generation. TIL and its generators are independent of a particular tool integration scenario and can be reused for different tool chains. TIL and its generators fulfill the objectives we set for this work in Sect. 1.2: 1. We have analyzed the domain of tool integration and extracted a set of domain concepts to describe tool chains in a systematic and structured way. TIL is built from this selection of domain concepts, which allows us to describe tool chains on an architectural level of abstraction. 2. TIL and its graphical syntax supports communication and documentation of tool chains in a concise and graphical way for different kinds of stakeholders. 3. The language concepts of TIL can be used to describe tool chains that are tailored to specific needs. The language concepts can be configured with properties to describe specific tools and the language concepts can be composed into a tool chain that is tailored to a specific development process. 4. TIL deals with the complexity using language concepts from the domain of tool integration that hide the details of the service-oriented implementation. Automated generators produce the service-oriented implementation for any TIL model. In the case study, only 20 % of the source code of a comparable manual implementation of the tool chain needed to be implemented; the rest of the source code was generated from the TIL model. In an industrial case study we have validated that TIL is expressive enough to model an industrial tool chain and generate code for a service-oriented implementation. The approach requires manually added code, which is comparatively small and not overly complex. Using both quantitative and qualitative evaluations in the case-study, we have shown the effectiveness of the TIL generator. The ability to generate tool chains offers new opportunities for the industrial practice of software development. Tailored service-oriented tool chains can be built efficiently for the individual need
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